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Lot 610
1999 Audi 80 1.8 Cabriolet
Registration No: V925 DWH
Chassis No: WAUZZZ8GZXK001144
MOT: March 2023
Estimate: £3,000 - £5,000
Motor Car Location: West Midlands
Audi 80 offered in the very rare combination of Java Green
with half-leather houndstooth interior
Recently subject to significant work including full service,
cambelt, wheel refurbishment and more
Offered with 100,186 miles on the odometer and just 2 former
keepers
The Audi Convertible was a very aspirational car from very
early on in its life and got the Audi brand in front of a wider
audience than just the motorsport fraternity. The pivotal point
for this model though was Princess Diana choosing one as
her daily driver in 1994. Designed to compete with the
German luxury mid-sized vehicle segment, which until then
was clearly dominated by Mercedes-Benz and BMW, the B4
Audi 80 and its variants were highly successful and popular.
The B4 saloon was discontinued at the end of the 1994
model year. The Cabriolet, however, was carried on until
2000. As of the 1998 model year, it underwent a few minor
yet visible touch-ups in its European version, such as gently
redesigned bumpers and instrument clusters, projection lens
headlights and more options available.
A late model manufactured in 1999, ‘V925 DWH’ is presented
in the extremely rare Java Green paintwork complemented by
a grey half-leather and houndstooth interior featuring sports
seats. Powered by the 1.8L engine option mated to a 5-speed
manual transmission, this particular example was specified
from factory with ABS, power adjustable heated mirrors and
variable cargo area. Purchased by its current owner from a
deceased estate, this Audi 80 has recently been subject to
significant recommissioning work to bring the vehicle up to
their standard. This work included a replacement cambelt
with auxiliary belts, replacement radiator, full service, the
wheels refurbished, calipers painted and finally replacement
tyres all round.
‘V925 DWH’ comes with an MOT valid until 29 March 2023
and the V5C which displays just 2 former keepers. The
history file is impressive, with MOT certificates nearly every
year from 2005 through to current, a large collection of
invoices dating back to 2004, its original bookpack including
owner’s manual, breakdown pack, leather booklet and service
booklet which contains 6 main dealer stamps until 2006 and
more. Currently displaying 100,186 miles on the odometer,
the vendor rates the condition of the bodywork, engine,
electrical equipment, paintwork, transmission and interior trim
all as ‘Very Good’.

